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Keynotes & Topics
Future-Proofing Nursing
This presentation provides thought-provoking
insight into the role that technology will play as a
nursing force multiplier and the impact that tech
will create workflow enhancement in order to
provide quality patient care in an workforce
challenged environment.

Building a Culture of Innovation
This working session will teach teams new
innovation competencies to improve how they
define problems and tackle organizational
challenges. The tools include crowd sourcing ideas,
rapid idea validation, empathy mapping and
pitching ideas.

What the
Industry
is Saying

Dr. Clipper provided our group with innovative perspectives on the importance
of streamlining workflows and transforming data into real information that
drives value-based care. Dr. R. Kennedy, AMIA 2022 Clinical Informatics Conference Chair
Dr. Clipper lead the group with exercises and strategies to promote innovation
within our institution to garner high outpatient and improved patient
outcomes. Great Job! Dr. T. Wyatt, University of Tennessee Knoxville

About

Bonnie Clipper
DNP, MA, MBA, RN, CENP, FACHE, FAAN
Bonnie founded Innovation
Advantage after spending most of
her career as a chief nurse
executive, serving as the first Vice
President of Innovation at the
American Nurses Association and
pivoting into technology as the chief
clinical officer of a health tech startup. She has over two decades of
experience as a nurse executive in
both large and small, and academic
and community hospitals. As the
Vice President of Innovation, she
built the innovation framework to
bring 4M nurses into the innovation
space through education, ANA +
HIMSS Nurse Pitch events, created
the ANA Innovation Awards and
established the ANA + J&J nursing
innovation podcast.
She is a top healthcare influencer,
podcast host, and global speaker. As
an internationally recognized nurse
futurist and nursing innovation
expert she was a co-author on the
seminal work, The Innovation
Roadmap: A Nurse Leader’s Guide
and was the lead author of the
International Best-Selling book, The
Nurse’s Guide to Innovation. She
publishes and blogs regularly on
technologies impacting nursing.
She is a Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation Executive Nurse Fellow
alumna and ASU/AONL Executive

Fellow in Innovative Health
Leadership alumna.
Dr. Clipper is the sole nurse
member of the HIMSS Innovation
Board of Advisors and is a start-up
coach for MATTER international
health tech accelerator.
Her expertise as a nurse executive,
work in innovation and experience
with technology companies
uniquely positions her to
understand the operational,
financial, and technological needs
associated with transformation
and helps lead organizations
to innovate. She is uniquely
qualified to assist
healthcare organizations
to achieve their
innovation and
transformation goals.
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